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Welcome!

Happy Summer!

This newsletter includes medical marketing tips, info from our Director of Regenerative Research

and CEO, social media posts, regenerative medicine articles, new digital/print assets, images, videos,

any new FDA announcements and more. 

Look for it in your inbox on the first of every month. We're excited to continue to offer you marketing

resources and support. Let us know if you need anything.

 

Medical Marketing Quick Tip

Letter from Kristin Corrado, Director of Regenerative Research
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Testimonials Make All the Difference

When you treat a patient that has a positive experience, it's a great idea to

immediately capture a testimonial, whether it be in video format or written.

Testimonals are great to feature on your website and social media accounts

because patients love hearing from other patients; as much as they want to hear

the Doctor's expertise regarding the procedure, hearing from someone that has

been in their shoes and had a positive outcome will convince the patient that this

is the right treatment option for them.

Social Media Updates

Whatever social media platform your practice utilizes, it is all about consistency and quality

content which will drive traffic to your website and convert patients.
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Click on each photo to download.

New Regeneris Sexual Wellness Flyer

Articles & Announcements

Regeneris BioHip Treatment 

Download Flyer
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https://www.regenerismedical.com/consider-treating-your-hip-pain-with-the-
regeneris-biohip-protocol/

 

Watch Cheri Moore's Amazing Story with SVF/PRP Treatment

https://www.regenerismedical.com/consider-treating-your-hip-pain-with-the-regeneris-biohip-protocol/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OUEUufpHi-k
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